The log-Gaussian Cox process is a flexible and popular class of point pattern models for capturing spatial and space-time dependence for point patterns. Model fitting requires approximation of stochastic integrals which is implemented through discretization over the domain of interest. With fine scale discretization, inference based on Markov chain Monte Carlo is computationally burdensome because of the cost of matrix decompositions and storage, such as the Cholesky, for high dimensional covariance matrices associated with latent Gaussian variables. This article addresses these computational bottlenecks by combining two recent developments: (i) a data augmentation strategy that has been proposed for space-time Gaussian Cox processes that is based on exact Bayesian inference and does not require fine grid approximations for infinite dimensional integrals, and (ii) a recently developed family of sparsity-inducing Gaussian processes, called nearest-neighbor Gaussian processes (NNGP), to avoid expensive matrix computations. Our inference is delivered within the fully model-based Bayesian paradigm and does not sacrifice the richness of traditional log-Gaussian Cox processes. We apply our method to crime event data in San Francisco and investigate the recovery of the intensity surface.
Introduction
The modeling and analysis for space and space-time point pattern data continue to be of interest in diverse settings including, but not limited to, point patterns of NHPP (Lewis and Shedler (1979) ) to avoid any grid approximations. It obtains exact inference by introducing and sampling a GP on latent thinned points in addition to observed points. Although this does not require evaluating the intractable stochastic integral, sampling a GP on observed and latent thinned points is necessary within each MCMC iteration. When the number of observed points is large or the intensity surface is highly peaked in small areas, implementation of this approach can be computationally infeasible.
Recently, exact space-time Gaussian Cox processes (we call exGCP in this paper) were proposed by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) . The idea of this approach is similar to SGCP, but they consider the Gaussian distribution function instead of the sigmoidal function. This approach also avoids high dimensional tiled surfaces, but still requires matrix factorizations that can become expensive with a large number of points. The number of points considered by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) was not large. Scaling up the algorithm is one of the promising directions for applying this method to large point pattern datasets. There is, by now, a burgeoning literature on efficiently handling GPs for large spatial datasets. A comprehensive review is beyond the scope of the current article; see recent review articles by Sun et al. (2012) and Banerjee (2017) . A recent "contest" paper by Heaton et al. (2017) shows many methods, including the one we adopt here, to be very competitive and delivering effectively indistinguishable inference on the spatial process.
One approach that is receiving much traction in high-dimensional spatial statistics is based upon Vecchia (1988) , who proposed a computationally efficient likelihood approximation based upon what could be characterized as a directed acyclic graph, or DAG, decomposition of the joint multivariate Gaussian density exploiting a much smaller set of conditional variables determined from nearest neighbors. This idea is now commonly used in graphical Gaussian models to introduce sparsity in the precision matrix. extended this likelihood approximation to a sparsityinducing Gaussian process, calling it a Nearest-Neighbor Gaussian Process (NNGP), enabling spatial prediction and interpolation at arbitrary locations. The resulting sparse precision matrix for the realizations of this process is available in closed form up to the process parameters and allows for very fast computations. The NNGP's role as an efficient Bayesian model relies upon the well-established accuracy and computational scalability of Vecchia's approach, which has also been demonstrated by several authors including Stein et al. (2004) and more recently by Guinness (2018) . The potential for scalability is massive as the computational complexity is O(KM 3 ),
i.e., linear in the number of points K, which is usually large, and cubic in M which is the fixed number of neighbors and is usually fixed at a small number. For example, Finley et al. (2017) present different classes of NNGP specifications and show that M = 10 or 20 is sufficient for approximating GP realizations over millions of locations.
In the current manuscript we propose scalable inference for large space-time point patterns by incorporating NNGP specifications into the exGCP framework of Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) . Replacing the GP with an NNGP accrues computational benefits while ensuring valid probability models. We investigate recovering the GP and intensity surface through simulation studies and also apply our model to analyze crime event data in San Francisco (SF). The format of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews some Bayesian inference approaches for LGCPs. Section 3 introduces the space-time exGCP by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) and NNGP by . In Section 4, we discuss Bayesian inference and NNGP implementation for the model and their computational complexity. Section 5 provides simulation studies to demonstrate the intensity recovery. In Section 6, the model is implemented for the crime event data in San Francisco. Finally, Section 7 offers some discussion and concluding remarks.
Cox Processes driven by Gaussian processes: A brief review
Let S = {s 1 , . . . , s n } be an observed point pattern on D ⊂ R d , where D is a bounded study region. A simple point process model is the nonhomogeneous Poisson process (NHPP), with likelihood
where λ(·) is a deterministic intensity surface and X(·) is a covariate surface. This likelihood is analytically intractable because it involves D λ(u)du which, in general, cannot be calculated explicitly. For further details on the NHPP, we refer to Illian et al. (2008) and references therein. Cox processes are defined as point processes with a stochastic intensity surface. Thus, λ(·) is driven by some stochastic processes. The most popular specification is known as the log Gaussian Cox process (LGCP) proposed by Møller et al. (1998) , which assumes that the logarithm of intensity surface λ(·) is driven by a GP. Therefore,
where z is an n-dimensional Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and covariance 
where n k is the number of points in grid k, i.e., K k=1 n k = n. Large values of K are usually required for accurate Bayesian inference. This still creates a problem because K determines the size of the covariance matrix whose inverse and determinant will be required in Bayesian computations. Without any exploitable structure, the computational cost is O(K 3 ). Some GP sampling methods have been investigated in the context of NHPPs. These include elliptical slice sampling (Murray et al., 2010; Leininger and Gelfand, 2017) , Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA, e.g., Besag, 1994; Møller et al., 1998; Roberts and Tweedie, 1996) and Riemann manifold MCMC (Girolami and Calderhead, 2011) , but computational costs still hover around O(K 3 ) without further assumptions on the GP. To complicate matters, the results can be sensitive to the grid approximation (Simpson et al., 2016) and it is difficult to quantify the bias resulting from the grid. Furthermore, the number of grids is often unknown and can be specific to the application at hand. Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA, Rue et al., 2009 ) is a computationally efficient approximate Bayesian inference for latent GP models. This approach approximates a precision matrix of a GP by Gaussian Markov random fields (GMRF, see, e.g., Rue and Held, 2005) , whose computational cost is O(K 3/2 ) and O(K log(K)) dynamic memory storage. A software package also has been developed (Lindgren and Rue, 2015) . Illian et al. (2012) Illian et al., 2008 , and references therein) has been investigated and implemented for the LGCP (Møller et al., 1998) . This estimator is obtained by minimizing the distance of some parametric functional summary statistics, e.g., K-function and L-function, to their empirical estimators with respect to parameter values. These are easily implementable as long as a closed form of functional summary statistics is available, but are implemented for second order moments that do not generally characterize the distribution completely. The distribution of the LGCP is completely determined by its first and second order properties, so MCE is a practically useful approach for estimating parameters (Møller et al., 1998 ).
An alternative Bayesian approach is to employ the sigmoidal Gaussian Cox processes (SGCP) proposed by Adams et al. (2009) . This approach utilizes the thinning property for NHPP (Lewis and Shedler (1979) ) to avoid any grid approximations. We achieve exact inference by introducing and sampling GPs on latent thinned points in addition to observed points. The sigmoidal Gaussian Cox processes (SGCP) by Adams et al. (2009) 
where z(S aug ) is an (n + m) × 1 Gaussian random vector on S aug and C θ (S aug , S aug ) is the (n + m) × (n + m) covariance matrix. This specification suggests that the n + m points are uniformly generated by a homogeneous Poisson process with the intensity λ * over D. Then, S is considered as a set of observed points and U is a set of unobserved thinned events with probability ϕ[·] through the thinning property for NHPP (Lewis and Shedler (1979) and Ogata (1981) ) with the intensity surface λ
are updated using MCMC. Although this approach does not require computing the stochastic integral, the sampling of an n + m dimensional vector from the GP is necessary within each MCMC iteration. When n is large or the intensity surface is highly peaked on subregions (more events will be retained under the thinning), this algorithm can become computationally unfeasible. A promising recent development is by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) , who propose exGCP with intensity
, where Φ is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution. They consider a data augmentation strategy similar to Adams et al. (2009) , i.e., introducing latent thinned events U to avoid evaluation of D λ(u)du. They also propose an exact Gibbs sampling algorithm for m, U, z(S aug ), λ * and demonstrate that the algorithm is highly efficient for applications with a relatively small numbers of points. Although the approach is exact and highly efficient, the computational cost is still O((n + m) 3 ), which, once again, precludes modeling point patterns with very large number of points. To summarize, the LGCP is versatile and rich in its inferential capabilities, al-though the tiled surface approximations generate biases when K is not large enough. Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) offers exact inference for these types of models using Gibbs sampling for z with data augmentation. The computational bottleneck of Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) stems from required matrix factorizations for GP models. We consider a sparsity-inducing GP for scaling up Bayesian inference for the model.
Scalable Space-Time Gaussian Cox Processes
We now turn to scalable inference for the exGCP model in space-time contexts.
Space-time Gaussian Cox processes
We follow the specification by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) for the space-time exGCP. They assume the case of continuous space and discrete time, which is often appropriate for observed environmental processes (see, e.g., Banerjee et al. (2014) ). Let T = {1, 2, . . . , T } be a set of time indices, S t = {s t,1 , . . . , s t,nt } be an observed point pattern at time t, n t be the number of points in S t and let us define S = {S 1 , . . . , S T }. Extensions of a GP to cope with space and discrete time were considered by Gelfand et al. (2005) ; z follows a dynamic GP in discrete time if it can be described by a difference equation
where η t is considered as an independently distributed Gaussian noise vector with covariance C θt for t = 2, . . . , T . Similar processes were proposed in continuous time by Brix and Diggle (2001) . Several options are available for the temporal transition matrix G, e.g., autoregressive coefficient and identity matrix.
is the jth component of X t (s) and β t,j (s) is the corresponding coefficient, the model is defined as
where Φ[·] is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution. Without loss of generality, we set G = I in the below discussion. We also assume θ 2 = · · · = θ T = θ and set different values for θ 1 so that covariance function C θ 1 should have larger variance and stronger spatial dependence than C θ . η t for t = 2, . . . , T capture the difference between z t and Gz t−1 , which can be considered weakly spatially correlated noise and be expected to have smaller spatial correlation and variance than η 1 .
Nearest neighbor Gaussian processes
In general, scalable GP models are constructed based upon low-rank approaches, sparsity-inducing approaches or some combination thereof. Low-rank models attempt to construct spatial GP on a lower-dimensional subspace using basis function representations (see, Wikle, 2010 , and references therein). The computational cost for model fitting decreases from O(n 3 ) to O(nr 2 ) flops, where r is the dimension of the lower-dimensional subspace or, equivalently, the number of basis functions. However, when n is large, empirical investigations indicate that r must be large to adequately approximate the original process impairing scalability to large datasets. An alternative is to develop full rank models that exploit sparsity. Covariance tapering (Furrer et al., 2006; Kaufman et al., 2008) introduces sparsity in the spatial covariance matrix C θ using compactly supported covariance functions. This is effective for parameter estimation and interpolation of the response, but it has not been explored in depth for more general inference on residual or latent processes, as is required in our current setting with exGCPs. More recently, proposed the NNGP approach, whose finite-dimensional realizations have sparse precision matrices available in closed form. The idea extends the principle of likelihood approximations outlined in Vecchia (1988) using directed acyclic graphs or Bayesian networks (terms not used by Vecchia) with parent sets comprising smaller sets of locations. We review this briefly below.
Sparsity itself has been effectively exploited (Vecchia, 1988; Stein et al., 2004; Gramacy and Apley, 2015) for approximating expensive likelihoods. A fully process-based modeling and inferential framework was proposed by . Sparsity is typically introduced in the precision matrix C −1 θ to approximate GP likelihoods (see, e.g., Rue and Held, 2005) using, for example, the INLA algorithms (Rue et al., 2009) . However, this approach may produce biases, albeit often small, due to approximations and unlike low rank processes, these do not, necessarily, extend inference to new random variables at arbitrary locations without adding to the computational burden.
NNGP expresses the joint density of z as the product of approximated conditional densities by projecting on neighbors instead of the full set of locations, i.e., (6) where z <i = {z(s 1 ), . . . , z(s i−1 )} and N i is the set of indices of neighbors of s i , z N i ⊆ z <i (see, e.g., Vecchia (1988) , Stein et al. (2004) , Gramacy et al. (2014) and Gramacy and Apley (2015) ).π(z(S)) is a proper multivariate joint density 
and
Gibbs sampling for z is available within the generalized spatial linear model framework ). Further computational insight is obtained from writing N (z|0, C θ ) as HenceC is not necessarily sparse (unlike in covariance tapering). On the other hand, INLA requires O(n 3/2 ) flops computational time and O(n log(n)) dynamic memory storage for a spatial case (Rue et al., 2009 ).
Inference

Bayesian inference in Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018)
We follow the sampling algorithm in Section 4.2 in Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) . Unknown quantities to be sampled include U, K, λ * , z(S aug ), θ, and we denote them by ψ. The joint posterior and conditional densities are
where m = K − n and (Gonçalves and Gamerman, 2018) .
Updating θ will involve space-time covariance matrix computations for which we will exploit the NNGP. Below, we describe implementing NNGPs for sampling [U, β m , K|·] and [β K |·]. Gibbs sampling of β K |· is based on simulating a general class of skewed normal (SN) distributions proposed by Arellano-Valle and Azzalini (2006), see Section 4.1 in Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) for details.
2. Make j = 1 and z 1:j−1 = ∅ 3. Make r j = 1 4. Simulate u r j ∼ Uniform(D) and β(u r j ) from π GP (β(u r j )|β n , β m , θ) (a), Compute the column vector of distance and covariance (C θ (u r j , ·)) between u r j and the current locations.
(b). Compute the mean µ r j and variance σ 2 r j of the conditional GP
where µ and C θ are the mean vector and covariance matrix respectively of π GP (β(·)|θ).
Simulate
Then, j = j + 1 and go to step 3.
(b). If Y r j = 1 and j = K − n, set u j = u r j , β(u j ) = β(u r j ) and go to step 8.
(c). If Y r j = 0, set r j = r j + 1 and go to step 4.
2. Sample β K ∼ SN (µ, C θ , W) where µ and C θ are the mean vector and covariance matrix respectively of π GP (β K |θ). We define
NNGP implementation and computational complexity
As for sampling U, z(U), K|·, we require O((n + j) 2 ) flops for sequentially updating
θ is used only for simulating z(u r j ). NNGP does not require calculation of C −1 
Finally, the computational cost incurred when NNGP is used for exGCP is dominated by inversion of K matrices, each of order M × M , in sampling z(S aug )|·. This step can be parallelized across K processors. So, the computational cost is further reduced to O(KM 3 /J), where J is the number of available cores/threads.
Simulation Examples
In this section, we investigate recovering the intensity for spatial exGCP and spacetime exGCP with NNGP approximations. All the simulations for our methodology are coded in Ox (Doornik, 2007) and run on Intel(R) Xeon(R) Processor X5675 (3.07GHz) with 12 Gbytes of memory.
Example 1: spatial Gaussian Cox processes
We investigate recovering the intensity surface using an NNGP model. We assume D = [0, 10] × [0, 10], λ * = 20, W (s) = 1 and β(s) = z(s), and define the model as
where
..,n and θ = (σ 2 , φ). We set σ 2 = 1 and φ = 2 and fix these parameter values for inference. First, we simulate S homo from a homogeneous Poisson process on D with intensity λ * |D|, i.e., S homo ∼ HP P (λ * |D|), and
. Then, we retain locations s i ∈ S homo with probability Φ[f (W (s i ), β(s i ))], denote S for the set of retained points, i.e., the realization from the point process with intensity λ(
The number of points in S is n = 1086. Turning to Bayesian inference, we run MCMC by devising a joint Gibbs sampler for the latent Gaussian variables. We monitored the chains for convergence and, in particular, calculated the inefficiency factor (reciprocal of effective sample size). Each draw of the sampler constitutes one realization from the exact multivariate posterior distribution. Hence, convergence is expectedly rapid and this is corroborated from calculating the inefficiecy factor (inverse of effective sample size). In fact, we monitored the 500 iterations and found that they yielded almost 500 independent realizations of the multivariate latent variables from the joint posterior distribution. We feel that this is adequate for calculating the marginal means and variances for each latent variable. Indeed, our sampler does not require such a long burn-in period, also consistent with findings by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) , and a burn-in of 100 initial samples was deemed sufficient.
We fix hyperparameters θ and λ * at true values because the likelihood does not have much information for these parameters (Gonçalves and Gamerman, 2018) . As for NNGP, we consider four cases, M = 5, M = 15, M = 30 and M = 50, to investigate the accuracy of the approximation. 
Example 2: spatial-time Gaussian Cox processes
Next, we investigate recovering the intensity surface for a space-time case with time varying λ * t . Again, we assume D = [0, 10] × [0, 10] and T = 4. The model is defined as
where θ 1 = (σ 2 1 , φ 1 ) and θ 2 = θ 3 = θ 4 = (σ 2 , φ). We set (σ , 2, 0.3, 3) and fix these parameter values for inference. We assume that the time varying λ * t are (λ * 1 , λ * 2 , λ * 3 , λ * 4 ) = (10, 30, 60, 20) . The number of simulated points are (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) = (513, 1540, 3207, 1075) . Although the pattern itself is similar across time, the number of points fluctuate sharply. Figure 2 exhibits a simulated space-time point pattern S and true intensity surface for t = 1, . . . , 4. Again, we run MCMC, discard the first 100 samples as burn-in and retain the next 500 samples as posterior samples. We set M = 30 for the number of neighbors. We assume the time varying prior specifications for λ * introduced in Section 4.1, set a 0 = 100, b 0 = 10. We note that λ * t is sensitive to the choice of w: larger values indicate stronger persistence. We produce the estimated intensity surface under different w settings. Figure 3 shows the estimated intensity surface λ
for w = 0, w = 0.2 and w = 0.5, where w = 0 corresponds to an independent prior λ * t . The true intensity surface is well recovered in this case. When w = 0.2 and w = 0.5, the scale of the intensity surface is smoothed across time, i.e., degraded for large points, upgraded for small points. Considering real data in Section 6, time invariant λ * is a reasonable assumption for simulating datasets. We set (σ , 2, 0.3, 3) and fix these parameter values for inference. The total number of points is 11, 581, n t range from 933 to 1023. Figure 4 is the true intensity surface λ
As for Bayesian inference, we run MCMC, discarding the first 100 samples as a burn-in, preserving the subsequent 500 samples as posterior samples. We consider M = 30 for the number of neighbors. We assume time varying prior specification for λ * , set a 0 = 200, b 0 = 10 and w = 0.5. Figure 5 depicts the posterior mean intensity
The estimated surface is smoother than the true surface but captures the behavior of the true surface well, as also seen in previous examples. Finally, we demonstrate the prediction results for t = 12. Predictive surface is recovered with predictive distribution λ * 12 . Our time series structure implies z 12,pred (·) = z 11 (·), i.e., posterior predictive mean of spatial random field at T = 12 is posterior mean of spatial random field at t = 11. Figure 6 is the true, estimated and predictive intensity surface at t = 12. The true and estimated intensity surface at t = 12 are the Figure 7 is the plot of transformed Assault events in 2012. The data contains 6, 174 points, n t range from 481 to 582. Unfortunately, no covariate information is available. We take twelve months (T = 12) as the time index and investigate monthly crime event patterns. Across the months, point patterns exhibit similar behavior, especially concentration 5, 7.5] . This kind of large clustering of points requires large K relative to the number of observed points (n), i.e., n m. Our model specification is the space-time Gaussian Cox process, investigated with a simulation example in Section 5.3, which is defined as
We set θ 1 = (σ 2 1 , φ 1 ) = (1, 2) θ = (σ 2 , φ) = (0.3, 3), which are selected through pre-processed runs of the algorithm. We also introduce time varying λ * t , and set a 0 = 500, b 0 = 10 and w = 0.5. Since the prior expectation of the number of points is λ * 1 |D| = 5, 000, the computational cost without any approximation is about O(T K 3 )
flops, where K ≈ 5, 000 for each MCMC iteration. This will be unfeasible within modest computing environments. Again, we take M = 30 nearest neighbors as N i for i = 1, . . . , K. Our inference is again based on 500 posterior samples retained after Figure  9 is the posterior mean of the estimated and predictive intensity surface and their absolute difference. The estimated intensity surface has the same intensity at t = 12 in Figure 8 . The maximum value of the absolute difference is 19.95. The estimated and predictive intensity surfaces show similar patterns including their scales except for some local variations.
Discussion
This paper proposes a specific computationally efficient implementation for spacetime Gaussian Cox processes proposed by Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) using the NNGP as described in . We demonstrate that our method captures the intensity surfaces well, while keeping moderate computational costs for relatively large point patterns. Inference is performed via MCMC, in particular the Gibbs sampler. We implement our algorithm for crime event data in San Francisco which has a larger number and cluster of points than examples in Gonçalves and Gamerman (2018) . The number of neighbors for the NNGP is specified by the user and, as shown in our simulations, fairly small numbers of neighbors usually suffice to capture the substantive features of the surface. The recovered intensity surface is robust to the choice of the number of neighbors through simulation studies. Future work will implement our algorithm for space and continuous time with nonseparable space-time covariance functions as detailed in . Without any approximation of covariance functions, sampling the Gaussian process is implausible for nonseparable space-time covariance function. Our approach is promising for such settings. We will also evaluate biases caused by approximating and comparing practical computational times of exGCP with other existing approaches in a comprehensive way. 
